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ABSTRACT
Mining dynamic influence in evolving entities, which provides insights into the interaction and causal relations among entities, is an
important and fundamental data mining task. Meanwhile, nowadays pervasive sensors in a variety of contexts give rise to the development of many distributed real-time computation systems intended for massive time series streams. In this paper, we focus
on mining dynamic influence from time series data generated by
entities via such a distribute real-time computation system. The
proposed D2 InfMiner framework encompasses a statistical leadlag correlation based influence detection module and an on-line
model for dynamic influence inference. We implement D2 InfMiner
framework based on Apache Storm.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Systems]: Information storage and retrieval
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1.

INTRODUCTION

For our contemporary interconnected and dynamic changing world,
dynamic influence in evolving entities described by time series is
fundamental knowledge that helps people understand the behaviours
of involved entities. For instance, as massive powerful and various sensors are becoming prevalent in our daily life (e.g., mobile phones, sensor networks, smart meters and etc.), influence
among the time series generated by these sensors reflects the realtime status of the carriers and their interactions. Moreover, such
quickly and continuously increasing amount of real-time data leads
to the development of many distributed real-time computation systems [1], analogous to MapReduce ecosystem designed for largescale static data.
This paper aims at addressing the problem of mining evolving
entity influence based on such a new emerging distributed realtime computation paradigm (DisMineInflu problem). DisMineInflu
problem is of great value to various applications such as event/anomaly

detection, trend prediction, casualty analysis and so on. For instance, for data-driven event detection in performance monitoring
of data centres, when an event is detected from the performance
time series (e.g., network I/O) w.r.t. a certain server, using our proposed dynamic influence mining framework, operators can quickly
identify from large-scale of servers which one(s) are highly probable to be affected by this event in a certain time and then respond
in advance. It is also especially applicable in the financial markets
and social data analysis [5–7].
Specifically, our proposed distributed data mining framework
should be able to tackle the following challenges. Contrary to static
influence mining, since new arriving observations of time series
from evolving entities are continuously distributed into different
computing nodes of a cluster, mining dynamic influence via the
distributed real-time computation system requires a computation
and communication efficient solution. Otherwise the system would
encounter bottlenecks, which lead the influence detection to lag further and further over time and report stale results [1]. Another challenge lies in modeling the dynamic influence through time series.
Since the evolving data could be quite volatile during some periods
or events [8], the proposed framework should entail a statistical
model responsible for providing stable influence inference. How
to efficiently on-line maintain this model to capture the dynamic
nature of influence is also non-trivial.
Contributions: This paper is the first work that proposes a truly
distributed and real-time solution for DisMineInflu problem. The
approach in [6] assumes that the underlying influence relationships
are static. [5, 7, 8] focus on mining influence in a centralized way
and do not the consider the data communication overhead in the
distributed environment as well as correlations among time series
of entities. Overall, this paper makes the following concrete contributions: we formally define the problem of continuously mine
dynamic influence from time series yielded by evolving entities
based on a distributed real-time computation system (DisMineInflu problem). The D2 InfMiner framework is proposed to optimize
both communication and computation cost as well as providing statistical inference of influence for DisMineInflu problem. We implement D2 InfMiner framework based on Apache Storm.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
In this section, we formulate the DisMineInflu problem.

2.1

In a typical cluster of a distributed real-time computation engine [1], Topology is a job submitted to the cluster, which is a
program-described directed acyclic graph (DAG). The vertexes are
user-defined processing elements denoted by boxes and the communication between boxes is dictated by the edges in the topology.
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The maximum lag ` represents the temporal range of users’ interest to model the dynamic influence and also indicates how far in
advance users want to predict the future based on detected influence. In real applications, due to the dynamic nature of evolving
entities and observational errors, the yielded time series often embraces volatile or sudden changed influence [7, 8]. The statistical
model built on the real-time detected influence from sub-problem
(1) enables to discover significant and stable influence in entities.
It can also serve for event and anomaly detection [2], influence prediction and so on [5, 7, 8].

A topology is executed to continuously process tuples. Each box
has a user specified number of tasks denoted by parallelism of the
box and such tasks are executed in parallel to process the tuples
sent to this box. Shuffling function is a function between two boxes,
which determines to which task of the connected box a tuple from
the preceding box should be sent.

3.

Figure 1: The topology of dynamic influence mining in a distributed real-time computation system

DISTRIBUTED DYNAMIC INFLUENCE
MINER

We use n to denote the total number of entities continuously
feeding time series streams to the cluster. For an entity i (1 ≤
i ≤ n), let si denote the sequence of discrete real-valued observations si,t (t represents a time instant) of this entity’s attribute. The
sliding window of length h ending at time instant t of entity i is
denoted by sti = (si,t−h+1 , · · · , si,t ) and sti ∈ Rh .

2.2

Problem Statement
Figure 2: Illustration of key components in the topology

In this paper, we utilize statistical lead-lag correlations, namely
Pearson correlation and Spearman correlation to measure the influence between time series of entities [4, 8].

In this section, we briefly describe the proposed D2 InfMiner
framework whose topology is shown in Figure 1. Box_pre is in
D EFINITION 2.1 (L EAD - LAG C ORRELATIONS ). Define a generic charge of maintaining sliding windows and preparing the tuples for
PAS-shuffling. Box_influ collects the data sent by PAS-shuffling
correlation function for sliding windows sti1 and stj2 of time series
t
t
t
t
(si1 −µ(si1 )1)·(sj2 −µ(sj2 )1) and calculates the qualified lead-lag correlations based on hypert2
t1
of two entities i and j as corre(si , sj ) =
t
t
cube computation pruning. Refer [3] for details of Box_pre, Box_influ
(h−1)σ(si1 )σ(sj2 )
and PAS-shuffling. Then Box_model builds a beta-distribution based
t1
t1
h
where 1 is all one vector (1 ∈ R ), σ(si ) and µ(si ) are the
Bayesian approach to estimate the probability of entity i’s influence
sample standard deviation and mean of the elements in sti1 , reon entity j at certain time instances. Figure 2 depicts some details
t1
t2
spectively [4]. Assume t1 < t2 and corre(si , sj ) measures the
of D2 InfMiner framework.
correlation between time series i and j with lag τ = t2 − t1 .
1 ,τ
Pearson correlation coefficient ρti,j
, which evaluates the lagged
1 ,τ
linear relationship, is defined as follows [4]: ρti,j
= corre(sti1 , stj2 )
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5.

For a certain application, users can choose either Pearson or Spearman correlation to measure the influence in evolving entities as defined below:
D EFINITION 2.2 (C ORRELATION BASED I NFLUENCE ). Given
an application-specific correlation threshold , for the time series
of entities i and j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n), entity i has influence on entity j
t1 ,τ
1 ,τ
at time t1 with lag τ if ρti,j
(or ξi,j
) is significantly above .
Intuitively, correlation based influence evaluates to what extent entity j will have a correlated trend with i in time ` [3, 8]. For simplicity, we call it influence in the rest of paper.
Now the DisMineInflu problem is formulated as:
D EFINITION 2.3 (D IS M INE I NFLU P ROBLEM ). Assume n timeseries streams collected from corresponding n entities are continuously arriving and distributed to different nodes of a distributed
real-time computation system. DisMineInflu problem requires to
mine the following information for each entity:
(1) continuously report the entities on which it has influence
within a maximum lag `;
(2) on-line maintain a statistical model over the detected dynamic influence such that the probability that certain entities will
be impacted within maximum lag ` can be inferred.
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